SUMMARY

- Recognize **value of GCSP** and importance on effort to go Global (e.g. International GCSP Workshops) → Impact
- **GCSP Vs NAE GC** [GCs are driver, GCSP is about students/education, 5 Compt are Core and apply to all disciplines, use to promote engagement and identify synergy – partners for implementation]
- GCSP as a **great tool** [to impact education, deliver the vision, transform the future]
- Increase **Communication and Promotion (Global)** efforts [secure more and new partnerships joining the movement]
- **Partnerships – Synergy for broader Impact- Working together** [Instead of each univ doing all for own program]
- **Resources**
  - Government Agencies and Private Sector to step up (beyond NGOs)
  - Seek endorsement/engagement/support from US NAS and Institute of Medicine
- **Platform** for Sharing information and opportunities. Suggested: NAE to further explore

THANK YOU!
Questions?

- Please identify key points and possible actions.
- Please note what action(s) should occur, who should carry it out, when it should take place, and for how long, what resources (i.e., money, volunteers, staff) are needed to carry out the action(s), and what communication strategy would be appropriate (who should know what)
- No more than two slides dedicated to this question.
Are there organizations that are highly aligned with the vision of the GCSP that you are familiar with? What steps should be taken to partner with them for mutual benefit?

- Please identify key aligned organizations:
  
  NGOs, Eng Professional Societies, organizations supporting STEM, other engineering organizations (SWE, NSBE, SHPE), Private Sector (e.g. Foundations, Corporations), Educational Orgs/Acad Institutions (all levels)

- Key points and actions:

  Difference between NA GC and GCSP still Not fully understood

  Communication- Global Awareness

  Reach out, increase Communication (of vision and current actions) and promotion

  Offer students for Projects (Re: Corporate Involvement)
What other conceptual frameworks align with the Grand Challenges? Are there ways that the GCSP could support and be supported by other visions of global challenges?

Refer to one another often – make part of the conversation to talk about the differences and similarities and most importantly to **re-emphasize that the GCSP is about the students** – linking educational institutions (at all levels) to join in the execution of a vision that is common to all.

Common Vision

5 core competencies are general- can apply to all/any discipline (we promote multidisciplinary work/teams)
How might the GCSP work with and **engage** with large global organizations with similar **goals**? Are there similar organizations or conceptual visions that the GCSP movement should engage with?

More communication: Program not fully understood

Organizations with similar goals: Many (NGOs, Eng Professional Societies, organizations supporting STEM, other engineering organizations (SWE, NSBE, SHPE), Private Sector (e.g. Foundations, Corporations), Educational Orgs/Acad Institutions (all levels--- ASEE, IFEES, GEDC)

To engage: reach out- visit their home/headquarters, attend their annuals meetings to network, promote the GCSP, and explore (specific) opportunities for synergy

Use the NAE name and prestige to engage other- organizations would like to be linked to the NAE

**Platform** for Sharing information and opportunities- also increase Communication
Parking Lot Issues

• List any additional concerns/issues/items that were set aside during discussion that should be raised:

1- Resources:
The NAE serves as facilitator and provides some Administrative support to the GCSP via activities on program coordination (e.g. review of proposal, annual meetings, workshops, etc.). Explore other sources and entities to support GCSP.

2- Corporations need to buy in-Talent* (and the E-ship aspect/component) is the big drawn for them.*Talent – Appealing to the Technical component is a way to encourage engagement

3- It is a mandate for NGOs to work towards bettering the world = share the vision

4- Platform for Sharing information and opportunities- also increase Communication (who will develop and maintain ?) Suggested: NAE to further explore